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Since the discovery that the characteristics of dreaming sleep are far stronger in Stage 
1 rapid eye movement (REM) sleep than in any other biological state, investigators have 
attempted to determine the relative responsibility of the tonic versus the phasic proper- 
ties of REM sleep for the different characteristics of dreaming-features such as the 
amount of information in the dream report, the brightness and clarity of the visual 
images, shifts in thematic continuity, and incongruities of image and meaning. The 
present experiment is designed to identify dream characteristics that are specifically 
associated with tonic changes in level of cortical activation within sleep. It samples 
reports of imagery and thought during spontaneous variations within one phase of the 
24-h diurnal rhythm and across the REM-NREM (non-REM) sleep cycle in order to 
identify the independent and joint contributions of the two cycles to imagery and 
thought. The rising phase of the diurnal cycle in the late night and morning was estimated 
from clock time during the late night and early morning and was varied by delaying the 
sleep onset and waking time of the subjects. Considered together with other studies, 
the results suggest that the major determinant of vivid visual imagery and enhanced 
cognitive activity during sleep is a pattern of subcortical and cortical activation that is 
common to both the REM phase of the REM-NREM cycle and the activated phase of 
the 24-h diurnal wake-sleep cycle. Q 1995 ~cndemic ~ S S .  IN. 

The discovery of a powerful association between biologically defined sleep 
states and dreaming (Aserinsky & Kleitman, 1953) set off a search for the precise 
biological links between the neurophysiological and cognitive qualities of drearn- 
ing. What was once thought to be the simplest form of brain-mind isomorphism 
is becoming increasingly complicated as we learn that the biological state consists 
of a tonic, waking-like EEG characterized by intermittent bursts of rapid eye 
movements controlled, in turn, by complex subcortical neurophysiological pro- 
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cesses that can only be identified in subhuman species, and that dreaming is a 
multifeatural cognitive process that can only be studied in humans, and then only 
indirectly through verbal reports. 

The initial search was of psychophysiological description. Because eye move- 
ments were the most salient phasic behavioral activity of Stage 1 rapid eye move- 
ment (REM), and visual imagery the most salient cognitive characteristic, it 
seemed entirely plausible that the REMs themselves were a component of an 
interior “perceptual” behavior (Roffwarg, Dement, Muzio, & Fisher, 1%2). After 
a series of studies that provided conflicting evidence, it now appears that at least 
some EMS are associated with the direction of imaginal looking in the dream 
(Herman, 1992). In addition to several tests of the directional looking hypothesis, 
experiments examined relationships between many characteristics of dreaming 
sleep and every measurable phasic feature of REM and nonREM (NREM) sleep. 

With the publication of the Activation-synthesis model (Hobson & McCarley, 
1977). this descriptive effort acquired for the first time a theoretical framework 
in the form of a biological model centered in the brainstem. That model argued 
that both the tonic and phasic characteristics of Stage 1 REM originated and were 
controlled by subcortical nuclei in the pons, particularly the brachium conjuncti- 
vum. Large spike activity originating in the pons triggered REM bursts and simul- 
taneously traveled through the lateral geniculate body to the occipital cortex, 
hence the name PGO spikes. Arguing that these PGO spikes were not initiated 
by the cortex but rather were randomly patterned over time, and by extension, 
ignorant of any meaning generated in the cortex, Hobson and McCarley proposed 
that the dreaming cortex must “synthesize” the REM information in the PGO 
patterns, after the fact as it were, to create a dream. 

The second part of the Activation-synthesis model argued that the synthesizing 
process of the cortex could occur only if the cortex was in an active state. The 
physiological model proposed that the PGO spikes played a major role in initiating 
and maintaining the tonic activation of the cerebral cortex in REM sleep. The 
tonic activation pathways were similar to those of the Ascending Reticular Acti- 
vation System of Moruzzi and Magoun (1949; Hobson & Steriade, 1986) with the 
addition of active inhibitory pathways that blocked most sensory input and motor 
output. This model, thereby, solved the “paradoxical” sleep riddle raised by the 
original Aserinsky and Keitman (1953) discovery: “How can the EEG of an 
individual in REM sleep look like that of a waking person?” The strength and 
robustness of the basic Activation-synthesis model is demonstrated by the re- 
search that it has generated and the consequent efforts by the Hobson (1988), his 
colleagues (Mamelak & Hobson, 19891, and other investigators (Antrobus, 1990, 
1991) to modify and revise it. 

Although the sleeping brain of the cat has provided substantial guidance for 
the construction of a neurophysiological model of dreaming, the cat’s brain can 
tell us nothing about human dreaming unless the links between the components 
of the animal model and those of human neurophysiology, perception, and cogni- 
tion are empirically established. Unfortunately, no scientist has the resources 
and methodological expertise to investigate all the links across any neurocognitive 
domain, including that of dreaming sleep. But this constraint has not prevented 
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biologists such as Crick and Mitchison (1986) and Winson (1990) and the neuro- 
physiologists Hobson and McCarley (1977), Hobson (1988), and Mamelak and 
Hobson (1989) from making strong neurocognitive claims about human dreaming 
in REM sleep on the basis of REM sleep biological processes observed only in 
the animal brain. 

If it were the case that REM sleep dreaming consisted of a single cognitive 
feature and REM sleep biology a single neural process, then extrapolation from 
one to the other would be relatively free of hazard. But as the number of neural 
and cognitive components of a model increase, it is increasingly difficult to iden- 
tify which neural process or combination of processes determines which cognitive 
feature or combination of features. For example, Baekeland and Lasky’s (1968) 
finding that sleepers with high REM densities report more dreams than those with 
low densities provides only weak indirect support for the FGO visual imagery 
link because REM density and visual imagery were not precisely aligned in time 
and, further, because both could be the result of variation in general cortical 
activation, as this study will show. Similarly, that PGO spikes, REM bursts, and 
visual imagery are more common in Stage 1 REM sleep than in other states is 
not convincing evidence that PGO spikes are the neural origins of the imagery 
process in the cortex. The evidence is equally compatible with the alternative 
model of Antrobus (1990)-that images produced in the occipital and parietal 
cortices act on the frontal eye fields, which direct EMS in waking perception, 
through pathways through the superior colliculus through pontine structures to 
the cerebellum, and finally to the oculomotor neurons. Because visual imagery 
in REM sleep has many similarities to waking perception, one would assume that 
the same pathways participation in both states, except of course in locations 
where they are actively inhibited. In summary, where alternative models exist, 
the presence of two events such as PGO spikes and visual imagery in one biologi- 
cal state such as Stage 1 is not a sufficient basis to conclude that a causal relation 
exists between the two. 

When the co-occurrence of PGO or REMs and visual imagery has been exam- 
ined within Stage I REM, very little evidence of a positive association has been 
found (See, Antrobus, 1990; and Reinsel, Antrobus, & Wollman, 1992). Indeed 
there is substantial evidence that visual imagery is produced whether REMs and 
PGOs are present or absent. Recently, however, Hong, Gillian, Dow, Wu, Buchs- 
baum, and Antrobus (submitted for publication) have observed, in one subject 
over many nights, a strong correlation between REM density and number of 
visual words in the mentation report. They could not replicate this relationship on 
two other subjects. If the association is confirmed with other subjects, however, it 
will clearly support the notion of a PGO-visual imagery link. The failure to repli- 
cate the association in the two subjects, apparently because of a restriction of 
range in REM density, raises the question of whether the lack of a relationship 
in the studies reviewed above might also be due to a restriction of range. Clearly, 
the evidence for this association needs to be studied more extensively. If the 
association is found to be reliable, however, it will not support the direction of 
the causal relationship proposed in the Activation-synthesis model. Antrobus 
(1986, 1991) and Herman (1992) show that there is at least as much evidence that 
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the frontal eye fields of the cortex, in response to cortically generated visual 
imagery may initiate eye movements as the reverse model, namely, that the PGO 
activity controls the imagery. In constrast to the Activation-synthesis model, 
Antrobus proposed the cortical REM control model outlined above, which makes 
use of portions of the waking EM control system. That is, cortical processes 
control PGO spikes and REMs. PGO spikes make modify EMs by sending feed- 
back to the frontal eye fields but they are not the origin of the REM control 
system. Hong, Gillian, Dow, Wu, and Buchsbaum (submitted for publication) 
using PET scan evidence have recently obtained direct support for this model. 
They show an association between REMs and frontal eye field activity. 

If sensory input to the occipital cortex is inhibited in REM sleep and PGO not 
the source of visual information, what is the origin of the visual image and does 
it have a neural marker? Noting that the brain is an almost closed system during 
REM sleep, Antrobus (1986, 1987, 1991) proposed that there may be no single 
starting point for a dream event. Rather, he suggested that different cortical lobes, 
and regions within those lobes, are sufficiently activated in REM sleep to pass 
information from one to the other. In the process of passing this information back 
and forth, each lobe “interprets” the input from the other in its own modality- 
specific format just as it does during waking perception. For example, a set of 
visual features may be interpreted as a spatial form in the parietal cortex and its 
implications for future imaginal behavior interpreted in the frontal cortex. The 
dominance of visual imagery in dream reports suggests that the visual and parietal 
cortices may be more active than the left temporal cortex. From this perspective, 
the critical variable for generating dreaming is the tonic rather than phasic acti- 
vation. 

Primary support for the tonic model has come, until recently, from cognitive 
data. Antrobus (1983) found not only that there was a substantial increase in the 
Total Recall (log word count of recall) in REM over NREM mentation reports but 
that other mentation scales contributed minimally to the REM-NREM difference 
when the effect of Total Recall was partialed out. Coupled with the absence of 
any phasic effect in REM sleep, this observation suggests that the visual imagery 
and dreamlike mentation of REM sleep is produced by a general elevation of 
cortical activation. To test this hypothesis, Wollman and Antrobus (1986, 1987; 
Antrobus, 1986) suggested that mentation reports from fully awake subjects, Le., 
subjects in a state of normal tonic cortical activation, placed in the same environ- 
ments-dark, quiet sleep lab-bedrooms-as sleeping subjects, should produce 
elaborate, visual dreamlike imagery. Finding their prediction confirmed, they 
concluded that tonic activation of the cortex might be sufficient to produce most 
of the dreamlike characteristics of REM sleep. 

Meanwhile, Mamelak and Hobson (1989) proposed that aminergic demodula- 
tion of cortical neurons and sudden shifts in cholinergic modulation to the fore- 
brain initiated by PGO activity might produce the discontinuities and incongru- 
ities that we associate with bizarre dreams. In other words, the tonic activation 
of REM sleep should support more bizarre mentation than the tonically activated 
brain in REM sleep-under identical conditions of sound- and light-attenuated 
environments. Thus, the Mamelak and Hobson modification of the tonic portion 
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of the original Activation-synthesis model hypothesized a contrast between REM 
sleep and waking mentation-under identical environments-while none was im- 
plied in the original model. 

The present experiment is one of a several by the senior author and colleagues 
that attempts to isolate the tonic from the phasic neurophysiological effects on 
the cognitive features of sleep mentation. In contrast to earlier studies that have 
compared mentation during phasic and nonphasic intervals within Stage 1 REM 
sleep, this study attempts to vary the intensity of tonic cortical activation. 

Rather than studying subjects while awake (See, Wollman & Antrobus, 1986), 
the present experiment examines their mentation when sleep is extended into the 
interval when brain stem oscillators that control the sleep-wake cycle are gradu- 
ally activating the cortex. This period is the rising phase of the diurnal sleep-wake 
cycle. As mentioned above, Hobson, Lydic, and Baghdoyan (1986) and Hobson 
and Steriade (1986) have shown that both the REM phase of the 90-min REM- 
NREM cycle and the waking phase of the 24-h diurnal, wake-sleep cycle control 
the activation delivered from the ARAS to the cerebral cortex. By comparing 
imagery and thought in REM and NREM sleep across the rising phase of the 
diurnal rhythm, it should be possible to determine whether the two sources of 
cortical activation have similar effects on the production of the imagery and 
thought we call dreaming; that is, mentation in the absence of sensory input. 
When the brain is tonically activated by the rising phase of the diurnal wake-sleep 
rhythm (Diurnal activation) it not only lacks the PGO source of REM information 
but, according to Mamelak and Hobson, it lacks the modulating shifts that are 
unique to REM sleep. Therefore, by comparing the effects of REM and Diurnal 
activation on the pattern of mental imagery it will be possible to test the choliner- 
gic modulation model (Mamelak & Hobson, 1989). 

The additive form of this REM + Diurnal activation hypothesis predicts that 
the diurnal component will affect equally the production of both REM and NREM 
mentation. If the REM-NREM and diurnal effects are additive, that is, if they 
do not interact, it will be possible to estimate their relative strengths-within the 
constraints of this design as described below. Failure to find a diurnal rhythm 
effect will support the position that REM sleep mentation has unique characteris- 
tics such as those proposed by Hobson et al. (1977) and by Mamelak and Hobson 
(1989), which cannot be attributed solely to cortical activation that originates in 
the ARAS. 

Although measurement of the REM-NREM cycle is straightforward (Recht- 
schaffen & Kales, 1968) and its relation to cortical activation well established, 
there is no direct, convenient physiological index of the diurnal rhythm of cortical 
activation that is compatible with the present design. No one has demonstrated 
a relationship between the distribution of energy in the EEG spectrum and any 
measure of cognitive activation such as Total Recall Count (Wollman & Antro- 
bus, 1987; Morel, Hoffman, & Moffitt, 1991). Nuclear magnetic resonance im- 
aging (NMR) cannot be employed in sleep studies because of the loud auditory 
noise of its magnetic switching, and all brain imaging techniques disturb sleep by 
severely restricting body movement. The best-studied index in sleep research is 
a general metabolic rate index, core body temperature or brain temperature. But 
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the restrictive 36-h regimen of continuous wakefulness, 2-h feeding intervals, 
and minimal physical movement that are necessary to eliminate motor-related 
metabolic effects on core body temperature render this measurement incompati- 
ble with the design of the present study. 

Fortunately, a strong and reliable relationship has been established between 
the core body temperature and diurnal performance rhythms for good sleepers 
with stable wake-sleep cycles. The early morning hours, from 6:OO AM to noon 
show a reliable increase in activation in waking subjects, where activation is 
inferred from the covariation of core body temperature and performance (Antro- 
bus, 1991; Czeisler, Weitzman, Moore-Ede, Zimmerman, & Knauer, 1980; 
Czeisler, Moore-Ede, & Coleman, 1982; Moore-Ede, Czeisler, & Richardson, 
1983). Bonnett (1982) and more recently, Lammers, Badia, Hughes, and Harsh 
( lWl) ,  have demonstrated the early morning rising phase of this diurnal activation 
rhythm with a variety of measures. 

Accordingly, the present experiment uses clock time to index the rising phase 
of the diurnal activation rhythm. It is assumed that the nadir of the sleeper’s 
temperature cycle falls slowly to about 6:OO AM and then gradually rises until the 
subject wakens. By delaying the sleep period by 3 h, the rising phase of the 
diurnal rhythm occurs throughout most of the latter half of the subject’s sleep 
period. Diurnal activation rhythms are stable from day to day and are assumed 
to be unaffected by a one-time shift in the subject’s sleep period. Although the 
3-h delay of sleep onset will entail some Stage 4 deprivation, the deprivation will 
not affect the dreamlike quality of either REM or NREM awakenings (Arkin, 
Antrobus, Ellman, and Farber, 1978). 

Although clock time is much less inconvenient and costly than alternative indi- 
ces of diurnal activation, it is also more indirect and treatment error due to 
individual differences in activation phase angle cannot be isolated. Our strategy, 
therefore, is to study the problem in two phases. We will first use the clock time 
index to determine whether the activation effect is sufficiently robust to produce 
a significant effect on a set of indirect set of measures, namely, reported mental 
imagery. If it is, a second more accurate and more costly study may be justified. 

METHOD 

Experimental Manipulation of Cortical Activation Level 

Diurnal Rhythm wfect 

Delay. The primary manipulation was a 3-h delay of sleep onset time and ail 
awakenings for mentation reports. On one night, subjects went to bed at the time 
established by their home sleep log; on the alternate night, separated by at least 
a week, 3 h later. The order of the conditions was counterbalanced across sub- 
jects. It was assumed that the Delay condition would move the latest mentation 
awakenings from approximately 7:OO AM to approximately 1O:OO AM. Delay was 
a between-nights effect. 

Order: Eariy versus Late mentation. Order is a within-night effect. The precise 
time at which core body temperature passes its nadir and begins its ascent tends 
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to be about 1-2 h before one’s normal awakening time. Although the Early awak- 
ening on the Control night is scheduled as close as possible to this assumed nadir, 
if it occurs prior to the nadir it will attenuate the difference between the Late 
and Early awakening conditions. Because the Early and Late awakenings in the 
Delay condition are both on the rising phase of the diurnal cycle, the Late minus 
Early difference in the Delay condition should be greater than in the Control. 
Assuming that cortical and cognitive activation follow the same course as core 
temperature, cognitive activation should be correspondingly highest in the Late 
awakenings, and the magnitude of the Late minus Early difference should be 
greatest in the Delay condition. In other words, the Delay and Order treatments 
may interact. 
Sum and interaction of Delay and Order. If analyzed with a traditional ANOVA 

model, the interacting effects described above would be divided among Delay, 
Order, and their interaction. In order to represent all the diurnal effects in one 
model, a single test statistic that sums the three effects will be used. 

REM versus NREM Awakenings 

As discussed above, the level of consciousness, or the activation of the cogni- 
tive processing system, is assumed to be substantially more activated in Stage 1 
REM than in NREM. Mentation reports were elicited from both stages in both 
the Delay and Control conditions. If the Diurnal activation effect is independent 
of the REM-NREM effect, the treatments should not interact. There is no clear 
physiological basis for assuming that the Diurnal and REM-NREM effects will 
interact or simply sum in a linear fashion. 

Subjects 

Eleven male and nine female, Japanese-speaking subjects, mean age 29.8 years 
(20-38 years), volunteered for 2 nights in the laboratory. The 2 nights were sepa- 
rated by 7 to I5 days. All subjects agreed to serve free of alcohol and all drugs 
for 1 day prior to and during the experiment. For 2 weeks prior to coming to 
the sleep laboratory, subjects kept sleep logs, noting their time of retiring and 
awakening, plus any sleep interruptions. Only sleepers whose sleep onset time 
was confined to a 2-h range during week nights and who had no more than one 
spontaneous awakening per week night were selected for study. 

Biopotential Recording 

Beckman Ag/AgCl electrodes at sites C3 and C4, using the international 10-20 
system, were referred to linked electrodes at A, and A2 and recorded on a Grass 
Model 78 polygraph. Unipolar and bipolar electrooculograms (EOG) were re- 
corded from the outer canthi, each referred to the linked A, and A2 electrodes, 
and electromyograms were recorded from two submental placements. The sleep 
room (3 X 4.5 x 2.4 m high) was light-proof, highly sound-attenuated, and elec- 
tromagnetically shielded. 
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Awakening Schedule and Criteria 

On each night, subjects were awakened for two REM and two Stage 2 menta- 
tion reports. Awakenings were scheduled 10 min into the second (Early) and third 
(Late) REM periods and 10 min after the onset of Stage 2 preceding or following 
the second (Early) and third (Late) REM period. As far as possible, Stage 2 
awakenings were scheduled so that the mean clock time of REM and Stage 2 
awakenings were similar. 

Sleep Stages 1 REM and 2 were defined according to the criteria of Rechtschaf- 
fen and Kales (1968). All sleep stage awakenings made by the experimenter were 
verified by an independent scorer. Because of the strict temporal constraints on 
the awakening schedule, awakenings were made even if the polygraph record 
was not a textbook ideal representative of the sleep stage. For example, there 
may have been no eye movements in the 2 min prior to a Stage 1 REM awakening. 
The effect of deviations from the ideal was tested and found trivial and insignifi- 
cant (see Results). 

Mentation Report Procedure 

acknowledged, and then asked: 

you.” When the subject finished the report, s/he was asked, 

The subject was awakened by calling hidher name, once per second until 

1. “Tell me everything that was going through your mind just before I called 

2. “Can you remember any more details?” This was followed by, 
3. “Pick the three objects or persons that were clearest in your thought or 

imagery . . . Did you ‘see’ each of them?” At this point the experimenter entered 
the sleep room and turned on a 40-W lamp that illuminated the Photo Response 
Scale and said, 

4. “Point to the picture that best matches the (three objects or persons, respec- 
tively). ’ ’ 

The entire report was recorded on tape and subsequently transcribed. All pro- 
cedures were carried out in Japanese and translated into English by T.C. prior 
to scaling. 

Photo Response Scale: Brightness and Clarity 

The brightness and clarity of subjects’ visual imagery was assessed by asking 
subjects to match three of their “clearest” images (if any) to 1 of 16 photographs 
that were mounted on a 57 x 45 cm board. The 10 x 12.5 cm photos were ordered 
across four columns by decreasing clarity and across four rows by decreasing 
brightness. The photos were scaled for brightness and clarity using Steven’s mag- 
nitude estimation method (Luce & Galanter, 1963) where the waking values for 
both scales were anchored to the magnitude of waking perception, set at 100. 
Thus, the photo response to each reported image yields one Brightness and one 
Clarity score. For each report, the highest score on each scale was retained for 
data analysis. The Photo Response Scale, previously used by Antrobus, Hartwig, 
Rosa, Reinsel, and Fein (1987), was adapted from Rechtschaffen’s procedure 
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(Rechtschaffen & Buchignani, 1992). The Brightness subscale yields 16 values 
from 19 to 101; the Clarity subscale, from 16 to 95. 

Cognitive Measurement Assumptions 

Total Recall Count (TRC) is assumed to be the most broad-based measure of 
information processing during sleep (Antrobus, 1983) and, to a lesser extent, 
during the postawakening mentation report interval (Rosenblatt, Antrobus, & 
Zimler, 1992). Its suitability as a broad-based measure is derived from the finding 
that other measures of sleep cognition are dependent upon it. That is, when 
TRC is partialed out, other measures retain little or no unique variance that 
discriminates REM from NREM reports. Although reported information and im- 
agery is dependent on activation of the left temporal lobe, the visual imagery 
scales are assumed to be relatively more sensitive to the activation of portions 
of the occipital and parietal cortex. Together, TRC and the imagery scales form 
a composite measure of cortical activation in sleep. Although bizarreness may 
indeed be the consequence of an activated cortex with high sensory thresholds, 
it origins are not sufficiently well understood for it to stand as a measure of 
cortical activation. 

Because the word count scales, like all event count measurements, have a 
positive skew that gives disproportionate influence to higher values and violates 
the normality assumption of ANOVA, they are log transformed. Sleep mentation 
reports pose an additional distribution problem because a substantial number 
awakenings yield “no recall,” responses. Some people have advocated a two-step 
analysis: one that uses the binary score to indicate whether any mentation was 
reported and a second analysis restricted to reports with nonzero values. The 
first step limits the statistical models that can be used because the arithmetic 
means of binary data are correlated with their variances, a violation of ANOVA 
asummptions that may be made with impunity only in restricted situations (Lun- 
ney, 1970). The second analysis greatly reduces the power of the analysis by 
reducing the sample size in a repeafed measures design to subjects who produce 
“content” on all awakenings, and by restricting the range of the variable, i.e., 
by excludiag zero values. Alternatively, a partialing procedure could be used that 
separately evaluates the recall/no-recall and the residual components, but this 
would split the treatment effects between the two components and thus reduce 
the power of each analysis. 

The present analysis is based on the assumption that a single class of cortical 
activation within sleep supports the cognitive process of both generating and 
attending to imagery, and during the first seconds of awakening, the process of 
recalling that imagery (Rosenblatt et ai., 1992). This assumption implies that no 
recall, a brief report, and a long report are points on the same continuum 
(Goodenough, 1991), even though the measurement of fine-grain differences in 
kind and magnitude of imagery is restricted to awakenings where TRC > 0. 
There is less statistical objection to the analysis of binary data derived from an 
underlying normal distribution than when the underlying distribution itself is bi- 
nary. With respect to the neural processes that produce imagery and save it in a 
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form that can be described upon awakening, we may assume that their activation 
levels are normally distributed. In order for an imaginary event to be reported, 
the activation of the underlying processes must, presumably, exceed some thresh- 
old-perhaps a series of thresholds. The presence of these thresholds gives the 
appearance that reported dream imagery has a discrete distribution. 

The length and quality of a report may also be influenced, of course, by post- 
awakening cognitive and motivational factors, but these influences may be inde- 
pendent of the effect of sleep activation on measures of report magnitude and 
quality. Notwithstanding these considerations, the relative merits of continuous 
versus binary scales may also be evaluated, as shown below, by comparison of 
their ability to discriminate well-established effects, such as the REM-NREM 
difference. 

Analysis of the Mentation Report 
Transcribed reports were coded to prevent identification of subject and treat- 

ment condition. Two judges independently scored each report for TRC, Visual 
and Verbal Imagery, and Bizarreness (Psycholinguistic Coding Manual, Antro- 
bus, Schnee, Lynn, Silverman, & Offer, 1976). TRC is the sum of all words that 
describe mentation that occurred prior to the awakening. It excludes commen- 
tary, associations to the mentation, ahs and uhms, and redundancies in the report. 
Visual Imagery is the sum of nouns, verbs, modifiers, and prepositions that de- 
scribe objects, persons, events, and visual qualities or their spatial relations. 
Verbal Imagery is the sum of all quoted imaginal speech plus all words that 
describe the meaning of imagined conversations. All of the above scores are the 
sum of the number of words in a conceptual class, transformed (log,, (X + 1)) 
to remove their positive.skew. 

In contrast to the word-count variables, Bizarreness measures are log trans- 
formed counts of specific classes of dream elements in the mentation report, 
rather than word counts of bizarre reports (Reinsel et al., 1992). There are three 
classes of Bizarreness: Discontinuities (the most common), Improbable Combina- 
tions, and Improbable Identities (the least frequent). Discontinuities describe a 
sudden change in context, Improbable Combinations identifies two or more visual 
events or properties that rarely co-occur in the waking state, and Improbable 
Identities are persons whose identities do not match their visual features. These 
three subscales are summed to yield a single score for Bizarreness. Awakenings 
with no reported mentation were scored 0 on all scales. 

Eye Movement Density 

To provide a measure of rapid eye movement activity in REM sleep, two judges 
counted the number of 3-s epochs per minute containing eye movements. Counts 
by the two judges ( r  2 .%) were averaged and summed over the 3-min interval 
preceding a REM awakening (maximum score = 60 epochs). No counts were 
made for Stage 2 awakenings. This measure of Total Eye Movement Activity 
(EMTOT) was correlated with the mentation report word count and visual imag 
ery variables. 
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RESULTS 

Sleep Stage Criteria 

The multiple constraints that were placed on all awakenings and the stochastic 
character of each subject's sleep occasionally produced a situation where it was 
necessary to relax one constraint in order to maintain several others. In order to 
keep the mean clock time of the REM and NREM awakenings in each condition 
approximately the same, and to collect all data on 2 nights, the experimenter was 
sometimes obliged to make awakenings when a small portion of the preawakening 
interval included polygraph data that did not satisfy the minimum criteria for the 
sleep stage. We were reluctant to drop a subject for this reason unless a relation 
between the relaxed criteria and the dependent mentation scales was empirically 
demonstrated. Using the Rechtschaffen and Kales (1968) criteria for defining 
sleep stage, the mean number of minutes of acceptable Stage 1 REM in the 3 rnin 
prior to a REM awakening was 2.7 min; Stage 2 sleep accounted for 2.35 rnin 
of the 3 rnin preceding a NREM awakening. For the l0-min interval preceding 
awakening, the criterion sleep stage ranged from a mean of 8.2 rnin for REM to 
8.0 rnin for Stage 2. In order to determine whether the weaker criteria degraded 
the cognitive variables, the duration of acceptable sleep prior to awakening was 
regressed separately for the 3- and 10-min sets, against the mentation scales 
(TRC, Visual and Verbal Imagery, Clarity, Brightness, and Bizarreness.) A re- 
gression of 0.0 would indicate no relation between duration of acceptable EEG 
criteria and a given cognitive score. Visual and Verbal Imagery are summarized 
scales which include six subscales between them; thus, all dependent measures 
were implicitly included in this analysis. The association was zero order (account- 
ing for only 1-2% of the total variance) and therefore no awakenings or subjects 
were dropped. 

Comparison of Continuous and Binary Mentation Scales + 
Which scales are more appropriate for the analysis of this data, the binary- 

some information versus none-or the continuous scales, which are plotted in 
Fig. 1-3? Do the continuous scales of mentation, where no recall yields a score 
of 0, add significant information to that of the binary scales? These questions are 
addressed by comparing the sensitivity of the two scales to the REM-NREM 
effect because that is the largest and the more reliable effect in the field. In order 
to determine the sensitivity of binary scales to REM versus NREM reports it is 
useful to compare the three different binary scales (see Table 1). A positive TRC 
event indicates that at least one item of information must be recalled. A positive 
Visual Imagery response indicates that at least one visual object or event is 
reported and this response is a subset of a TRC response. Similarly, a positive 
Brightness or Clarity response indicates that the visual object has sufficient 
brightness or clarity to be identified on the Photo Response scale. Such a response 
is therefore a subset of Visual Imagery. Table I shows that this subsetting of the 
response scales sharply attenuates the probability of a positive NREM imagery 
events (from p = Soheport down to .27) but reduces the REM events only 
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FIG. 1. Total Recall Count (TRC), Visual Imagery, and Verbal Imagery as a function of REM and 
NREM. Early and Late, Control and Delayed awakenings. and Clock Time. Scales are the log + 1 
of the total word count in the respective classes. 

modestly ( p  = .86 to .80). This means that each subset has a successively higher 
criterion. As the criterion is raised, NREM events are eliminated faster than REM 
events. This means that the NREM events tend to be closer to the boundaries of 
the criteria than are REM events. For example, the brightness of REM objects 
is so high that raising the criteria from TRC to Visual Imagery word Count to 
scales Brightness of a Photo scale drops only 0.06 of the awakenings; in NREM 
sleep the corresponding drop is 0.23. 

Table 2 compares the significance of the REM-NREM effect for both Continu- 
ous and Binary scales across all mentation variables. The larger the F value, and 
the smaller the significance level, the more sensitive is the scale. Comparing these 
proportions to the significance tests for stage we see that the binary TRC scale 
is the least sensitive because setting the binary threshold to at least one item is 
so low that, although 0.86 REM (see Table 1) awakenings are positive, so are 
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TABLE 1 
Proportion of Awakenings with Recall of Some Information 

Sleep stage 

Scale REM NREM Ratio: REMlNREM 

TRC 0.86 0.50 1.7 
Visual Imagery 0.81 0.30 2.7 
Brightness and Clarity 0.80 0.27 2.9 

0.50 NREM awakenings, and the ratio of REM-NREM is only 1.7, compared to 
2.9 for the Brightness and Clarity variables, where a subject must recall not just 
the name of a visual image but some of its visual attributes as well. 

One may assume that where the F value for a continuous scale is appreciably 
larger than the F for its corresponding binary scale, the continuous scale adds 
information about that particular treatment effect to that provided by the binary 
scale, By this argument, the continuous TRC scale adds to its binary counter- 
part-because longer reports are almost exclusive to REM sleep. The use of a 
higher threshold on the binary scale, such as 10 words, might achieve the same 
effect. The continuous version of the Visual Imagery scale combines the continu- 
ous advantage of TRC with a criterion restricted to visual events. By restricting 
the criterion even further in the Photo scales, the continuously scaled versions 

TABLE 2 
Results of Repeated Measures ANOVA of Treatment Effects on Mentation Report Variables - -  __ 

Treatment conditions with F (significance level) 

Delay Order Stage D x O  D x S  O X ~  D x O x S  
__- - -_ 

-- - - - - 
TRC 

Continuous 0.2 7.7 (.01) 33.6 (.oOoI) 4.1 (.06) 1.1 0.0 0.7 
Binary 4.5 (.05) 6.1 (.03) 18.6 (.OOO4) 3.1 (.IO) 0.5 0.1 0. I 

Binary 0.6 9.8 (.006) 43.2 (.oOoI) 1.0 0.0 2.0 I .2 

Continuous 5.1 (.M) 2.1 36.5 (.OOOI) 0.2 1.7 0.6 I .2 
Binary 5.0 (.M) 3.7 (0.7) 58.9 (.oOoI) 0.2 1.5 0.1 0.0 

Continuous 0.8 6.9 (.02) 43.9 (.oOo1) 2.7 0.0 2.1 1.1  
Binary 0.2 10.5 (.W) 46.8 (.oOoI) 2.5 0.2 1 .o 1 .o 

Continuous I .4 7.8 (.01) 30.4 (.OOOI) 3.1 (.IO) 0.0 0.4 0.7 
Binary 0.2 10.5 (.W) 46.8 (.oOo1) 2.5 0.2 I .o I .o 

Continuous 4.2 (.MI 0.4 16.6 ( .OOI) 0.5 0.3 0.0 0. I 
Binary I .7 I .2 19.9 (.oOo3) 0. I 1.2 0.3 0.5 

Visual Imagery 
Continuous 8.3 (.01) 6.3 C.02) 51.8 (.OOOl) 3.3 (.09) 1.0 0.0 2.9 

Verbal Imagery 

Clarity 

Brightness 

Bizarreness 

_.-- ~ . - ~  - - .. - . _. 
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of Brightness and Clarity show no advantage over simply recalling that some 
images possess these attributes. 

When the somehone criterion is focused on speech, few awakenings qualify 
on the Verbal Imagery scale, but those that do are 5.4 times more likely to be 
from REM than NREM awakenings. Relative to visial imagery, verbal imagery 
is much less characteristic of REM mentation, but it is a better discriminator of 
the sleep stages, at least in this data set where the binary scores are summed 
over four awakening conditions to create a quasicontinuous scale. The lower F 
value for the continuous, compared to binary, scale of the Verbal Imagery vari- 
able suggests that the continuous scale, which uses the log of the total number 
of visual imagery words, appears to add only noise to the binary version. Never- 
theless, because verbal imagery is much less characteristic of either stage it is 
not the preferred dependent variable for testing the experimental hypotheses of 
this study. The similarity of the F values for the binary and continuous versions 
of Bizarreness is not surprising because few reports contain more than one bizarre 
element. 

In passing, it may be noted that there is never any justification for analyzing 
data using continuous scales that first eliminate the no report data. Eliminating 
the no report data causes a restriction of range and underestimates the size of 
the measured effect. 

This analysis suggests that TRC-continuous is the preferred measure of general 
information and Visual Imagery-continuous is the preferred measure of visual 
imagery even though it is clear that the larger part of the variance of each is 
captured by its binary variant. 

REM-NREM Effect 

The REM versus NREM sleep stage effect described in Table 2 is not only 
strong, but it does not interact with the Delay or Order effects. This lack of 
interaction, illustrated by the parallel REM and NREM slopes on each of the 
imagery scales (Figs. 1-31. permits the effect of sleep stage to be collapsed across 
Delay and Order so as to simplify the examination of their effects. The lack of 
interaction supports the hypothesis that the 90-min REM-NREM and diurnal 
cycles are independent with respect to their effect on mental imagery. 

Covariation among Dependent Variables 

Table 3 describes the shared effect size, r2 ,  among TRC and the imagery vari- 
ables within the REM-Delay condition-i.e., the condition that showed the 
strongest r2 values. Estimates of shared variance are lower, but show a similar 
pattern in the other treatment conditions (not shown), with the weakest values 
in the Stage 2 Control condition. The strength of the visual dimension is clear, 
and somewhat independent of the verbal imagery variable. 

Diurnal Activation Effect 

The effect of diurnal activation on the mentation variables is distributed among 
three independent ANOVA components: Delay, Order, and Delay x Order. Al- 
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TABLE 3 
Univariate Hotelling’s T’ Test of the Diurnal Effect (Late-Delay minus Early-No Delay 

Conditions Collapsed over Sleep Stages) - --- .- - - -  
P _ -  df F -- 

TRC 1,19 5.65 0.028 

Verbal Imagery 1,19 7.52 0.013 
Visual Imagery 1.19 13.32 0.002 

Clarity 1,19 8.07 0.010 
Brightness 1,19 8.59 0.009 

Overall scales 5,15 3.21 0.034 

Bizarreness 1,19 3.35 0.083 

Overall, including Bizameness 6,14 2.59 0.067 - -- - -  I- 

though the Order treatment is only about 2 h, it a within-night effect so that the 
effect size is larger for most dependent variables than the between-night Delay 
effect size, although the latter is larger in absolute time, Le., about 3 h (see Figs. 
1 and 2). 

Analysis of the data reveals several Delay x Order interactions some of whose 
significance, while borderline, does not encourage one to accept the null hypothe- 
sis. That is, for TRC, Visual Imagery, Clarity, and Brightness, the Order effect 
is stronger for one Delay condition than the other so that the Order effect cannot 
be interpreted independently of the Delay effect, and vice versa. A traditional 
solution to this state of affairs is to carry out a nested analysis (Kirk, 1982). but 
there is no clear basis for choosing which variable to nest in which. 

The analysis used here is selected because it simultaneously satisfies several 
constraints. It collects the two components of the Diurnal phase effect and their 
interaction into one term per dependent variable, and it collects the multiple 
independent variables into a multivariable, thereby providing a single multivariate 
test of the diurnal hypothesis. The diurnal activation effect is a continuous func- 
tion with a minimum value in the vicinity of the No Delay-Early (nDE) awaken- 
ings and a maximum value at the time of the Delay-Late (DL) awakenings, 
collapsing over the REM-NREM awakenings. The sum of the Delay and Order 
effects yield a contrast on one degree of freedom: (nDL - nDE) + (DL - DE) 
+ (DE - nDE) f (DL - nDL) which simplifies to 2DL - 2nDE, or DL - 
nDE. 

The multivariate, one-sample T2 (Timm, 1975) test using all variables provides 
the most conservative test of the Diurnal effect. Table 4 shows that this test 
yields an F(5,  15) of 3.28 (p = -03). Univariate t tests of the individual imagery 
variables in the T2 test show that the largest contributions come from the continu- 
ous scaled forms of Visual Imagery and TRC, significant at .002 (F,,19 = 13.32) 
and .028 ( = 5.651, respectively. 

EfSecr Size 
Although Diurnal Activation enhances all of the characteristics of dreaming 

sleep, the magnitude of the effect identified by this particular experiment is only 
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TABLE 4 
R2 for Stage REM-Delay Condition Summed over Early and Late Conditions (N = 20 + 20) - - _  - -  - -- 

Visual Verbal Clarity Brightness Means 

TRC" - 0.92*** 0.56** 0.64** 0.81*** 3.50 
Visual' - 0.48* 0.67** 0.76*** 2.04 
Verbal" - 0.25 0.38 1.69 
Clarity - 0.74*** 57. I9 
Brightness - 66.52 

- - -- TRC ~- 

- -I - - -  - --- 
Note. Significance tests based on 18 df. 

Computations based on log ( X  + I). 
* p < .OS; ** p < .01; *** p C .001. 

about 30% of the magnitude of the REM-NREM effect. Size of effect for the 
REM-NREM and Diurnal effects were estimated for Visual Imagery, which 
showed the largest effects in this study, and TRC, which showed the largest effect 
in an earlier study (Antrobus, 1983). Effect size was estimated from the obtained 
F ratios following Hays (1973, p. 486) 

( v Z  - 2)F'IvZ - I est. w2 = (vz + l)/v, + (v2 - 2)F'/v,' 

where v is the degrees of freedom and F' is the obtained F value. The estimated 
Diurnal effect sizes for Visual Imagery and TRC were 0.23, and 0.14, respec- 
tively; the corresponding REM-NREM effect sizes were 0.70 and 0.52. Ratios 
of the Diurnal to REM-NREM effects were 0.33 and 0.27, respectively, or an 
average of 0.30. This ratio applies only to the conditions studied in this experi- 
ment and is not intended to apply to REM and Diurnal comparisons in other 
experimental conditions. It does illustrate, however, a useful metric for such 
comparison in future experiments. 

Comparison of Pattern across Imagery Scales of the REM* 
and Diurnal* Effects 

The significance of the difference between the REM and Diurnal effects was 
tested by comparing the REM minus NREM mean scores on the one hand with 
the Delay-Late minus nonDelay-Early mean scores. Means were obtained by 
averaging across subjects on each scale (with and without Bizarreness). So that 
each scale contributed equal variance to the comparison, responses were stan- 
dardized independently within each scale, across subjects and conditions. REM* 
scores (mean of standardized REM minus mean of standardized NREM) were 
then computed for each subject on each of the five mentation scales. Similarly, 
Diurnal* scores were computed on standardized scores using the difference equa- 
tion described above. The ratios of the Diurnal* to REM* means ranged from 
0.33 for TRC to 0.40 for Verbal Imagery. The REM*-Diurnal* difference across 
all scales was significant (F( 1, 19) = 7.21 , p = .015). 

Although the results show that both sleep stage and diurnal phase are associ- 
ated with an enhancement of imagery production that is putatively associated 
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with cortical activation, the question remains as to whether the two classes of 
activation are qualitatively similar. That is, is the pattern of variables that discrim- 
inates REM from NREM the same pattern that discriminates Diurnal activation? 
For example, is visual imagery, relative to the other scales, similarly enhanced 
by REM and Diurnal activation? Or is verbal imagery similarly enhanced by 
Diurnal and REM activation? The question can be answered by comparing the 
pattern of differences for the two effects across all mentation scales, including 
Bizarreness. So that all scales are described with a common metric, responses 
were standardized as described above. Next, the differences between the mean 
of each scale were computed for REM* and for Delay*. The null hypothesis says 
that the difference between the set of REM* and Diurnal* mean differences = 
0. The null hypothesis is rejected if the REM* and Diurnal differences differ 
across scales so that there is an interaction between scales and the REM*-Diurnal 
contrast. The 2 x 6 interaction, however, was not significant (F(5 ,  15) = 1.04; 
without Bizarreness, F(4, 16) = 0.78). That is, there was no tendency for the 
qualitative cognitive effects of REM* and Diurnal* activation to differ. 

Eye Movement Density 

Because EMS are strongly associated in time with PGO activity in REM sleep, 
and because PGO activity is a key component of the Activation-synthesis model 
of bizarreness, EM density was correlated with Bizarreness-Sum in the REM 
data set. The number of 3-s epochs containing rapid eye movements (EMTOT, 
or eye movement density) in the 3 min preceding a Stage 1 REM awakening 
averaged 15.8 on Early and 18.9 on Late awakenings on the Control night, and 
13.5 on Early and 24.9 on Late Delay awakenings, respectively. The proportion 
of within-condition shared variance was 0.01 (ns). Although EM density within 
the REM period may be associated with general cortical activation and therefore 
be associated with all mentation variables (Antrobus, 1990). the strongest relation 
of EM Density to the mentation variable in this data set was with Visual Imagery 
where the proportion of within-condition shared variance was 0.045 (ns). 

DISCUSSION 

There is general agreement that the joint occurrence of the high afferent thresh- 
olds of sleep, particularly of REM sleep, and a pattern of distributed cortical 
activation similar to that of waking consciousness (Moruzzi et al., 1949) are neces- 
sary conditions for the cognitive processes we call dreaming (Antrobus, 1991; 
Hobson & McCarley, 1977). The distinctive, often bizarre, characteristics of 
dream imagery and thought, however, have led to skepticism as to whether the 
high thresholds and distributed activation are also a sufficient condition. This 
experiment tests the sufficiency assumption by comparing the effects of REM 
sleep activation with those of the waking phase of diurnal activation on sleepers’ 
thought and imagery. 

Distributed activation in the waking state may be divided into that controlled 
by the endogenous rhythm of the reticular activating system, and that elicited by 
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the sensory-motor activity of the individual. In order in the present study, to 
examine the endogenous effects, the sensory-motor effects were eliminated by 
sustaining subjects' sleep throughout all conditions. The phase of the diurnal 
rhythm was manipulated in the present experiment by sampling mentation across 
a 5-h span, ending approximately 3 h after subjects' normal waking time. Each 
sample consisted of a REM and NREM awakening. 

Although Hobson and Steride (1986) show that the Diurnal and REM-NREM 
phases of cortical activation are both based on a similar pontine cholinergic acti- 
vation source this knowledge provides no guidance in estimating whether the 
concurrence of the two activation phases will have an additive effect on mental 
imagery. For one thing, there is very little work on the scaling of imagery magni- 
tude. Now that we have developed magnitude estimation scales for Brightness 
and Clarity we can determine whether the visual imagery generated by two 
sources of activation reach a ceiling (Le., they interact), whether they are redun- 
dant (their neither add nor interact), or whether they add. 

The overall test of the Diurnal component was significant at the .03 level, as 
were the five tests with the individual scales putatively dependent on cortical 
activation. These cognitive effects support the original model of Hobson and 
McCarley (1977) which says that the pattern of cortical activation in REM sleep 
is quite similar to that of the ascending reticular activating system that supports 
the waking brain (Moruzzi & Magoun, 1949). The vivid imagery and elaborated 
thought of dreaming sleep are not unique to Stage 1 REM. 

The size of the Diurnal effect was 30% that of the powerful REM-NREM 
effect. Additional research will be necessary to determine whether this is a fair 
estimate of the Diurnal activation effect or, because of the limited time span over 
which the Diurnal effect was studied, an underestimation. If it is, indeed, a fair 
estimate, then the REM-NREM effect, the reciprocal of 0.3, is over three times 
as large as the endogenous phase of the wake-sleep cycle! 

The sum of these two effects supports our informal observation that people 
who report only one or two dreams a week are most likely to report them from 
weekend mornings-the only morning that they sleep late. The mean TRC in the 
Late-Delay REM reports was 112, with the longest report, 810 words. 

The similarity of the Diurnal and REM cortical activation effects is further 
supported by the similarity in the pattern of the cognitive effects. There was no 
significant difference in the two patterns of increments across the TRC, imagery 
and Bizarreness scales. To the extent that the patterns are similar, there is no 
need for a more complex models to account for the distinctive characteristics of 
REM sleep mentation. It is quite possible, of course, that a more varied and 
sensitive set of scales might uncover differences in pattern that the present mea- 
sures could not. 

The present data do not completely close the similarity issue with respect to 
bizarre mentation, however. The Delay effect for Bizarreness was only marginally 
significant ( p  = .06) and the Diurnal effect (Delay + Order) ( p  = .08). Neverthe- 
less, the estimated ratio (0.26) of Diurnal effect (0.13) to REM effect (0.50) is 
fairly close to the ratios 0.30 for the other scales. In future research on this issue, 
more sensitive interview and scaling techniques may help to detect bizarreness 
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in many of the mentation reports whose modal value is now 0. Indeed, three 
subjects produced no bizarre counts in any condition. 

Qualifications: Is There a Sleep Deprivation Confound? 

Although the Verbal Imagery and Bizarreness variables show the predicted 
increment between the Control-Late awakenings and the Delay-Early condition, 
Visual Imagery shows no change and three variables, TRC, Visual Clarity, and 
Visual Brightness, show a decrement (see Figs. 1 and 2). The decrement elimi- 
nates the Delay effect, enhances a Delay x Order interaction effect for the latter 
three, and calls into question the generality of the overall Delay effect. In other 
words, three variables show an effect of diurnal activation in the Ordercondition, 
one in the Delay condition, and Visual Imagery shows it in both. 

The literature on REM and NREM deprivation suggests that it is unlikely that 
either the decrement or the subsequent “recovery” in the Delay-Late condition 
is the result of a sleep deprivation effect (see Ellman, Spielman, Luck, Steiner, 
& Halperin, 1991a; and, Ellman, Spielman, & Lipschutz-Brach, 1991b). Although 
both Stage 1 REM and NREM deprivation produce a rebound in time spent in 
the respective states, they do not alter the dreamlike quality of mentation in 
either stage (Arkin et al., 1978). Note that the original mentation enhancement 
effect of Pivik and Foulkes (1966) was not replicated (Foulkes, Pivik, Ahrens, & 
Swanson, 1968). It may be noted that Control and Delay awakenings were sepa- 
rated by 7-15 days, which time may have introduced some noise into the Delay 
treatment effect. 

Nevertheless, the decrement remains unexplained. A replication with several 
variations on the present design may provide an answer. For example, a control 
Delay condition with an early evening nap would help to identify whether the 
decrement is a sleep deprivation effect. Regardless of how this issue is resolved, 
it is more important that the study identify a reliable diurnal effect than that it 
determine how that effect is distributed by the experimental conditions of Delay 
and Order. The combined Diurnal effect statistic described under Results is fairly 
consistent across variables. 

Inspection of Figs. 1 and 2 suggests that the diurnal cycle, averaged across 
subjects, reaches its nadir somewhere in the 4:30-7:30 AM interval and that the 
rise in activation is not reliable and substantial until 9:30 AM. Clearly, a replication 
of this study with a larger sample, where the observations are extended to 12 
noon, would provide unequivocal evidence for or against the Diurnal Activation 
model. 

Eye Movements 

The pattern of EM density across conditions parallels that of TRC, Visual 
Brightness, and Visual Clarity. There is a 60% increase in REM density across 
the Diurnal phase. The functional relationship between REMs and imagery, how- 
ever, is dimcult to interpret because the within-condition correlation between the 
two is zero order. That is, since the REM density and visual imagery are indepen- 
dent within any given condition, the association of density with imagery across 
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conditions cannot, by itself, be interpreted as evidence as a functional depen- 
dency of one variable on the other. If the absence of a within-condition correlation 
is due to a restriction of range within conditions, then the true within-condition 
correlation may be positive, and a functional relationship between REMs and 
imagery may indeed exist. The question is. what is the function? 

The Activation-synthesis model says that REMs are elicited by PGO activity 
and that this pattern of activation is strongest in REM sleep. The large increase 
in REM density when REM sleep overlapped the rising phase of the Diurnal 
rhythm was not predicted by that model. The REM increment over conditions is 
quite consistent with the Antrobus (1990) model that assumes that REM density 
increases with increasing cortical activation once that general activation extend 
to the frontal eye fields. He proposed that the frontal eye fields use spatial infor- 
mation computed in the parietal cortex-in conjunction with other information 
such as imagined head and body position to direct the movement of the eyes. He 
suggested (1986) that EMS are directed by the same multimodal neural control 
system in REM sleep as in waking. Much of the control is centralized in the 
frontal eye fields of the human cortex. Increased general cortical activation within 
REM sleep should increase the control of the frontal eye fields over REMs. In 
this fashion, increased general cortical activation should increase the generation 
of visual images and the estimation of their spatial position relative to the body 
and head, and simultaneously increase the ability of the frontal eye fields to 
coordinate REMs with that imagery. The fine tuning of this control is accom- 
plished within the cerebellum which is attached to the brain stem by the brachium 
conjunctivum where PGO waves are observed. When the frontal eye fields are 
active, the PGO waves represent an intermediate point in the neural pathways 
that control eye movements. 

As mentioned earlier, this model has recently been supported by PET data 
showing that the right frontal eye field is activated during REMs in Stage 1 REM 
sleep (Hong, Gillian, Dow, Wu, & Buchsbaum, submitted for publication). Their 
result conflicts with the assumption of the Activation-synthesis model that REMs 
are controlled by PGO waves and are independent of cortically generated imagery 
and intention. 

Measurement of Imagery 

It should be noted that all previous REM imagery studies have assumed that 
the magnitude of visual imagery can be estimated from the number of words that 
represent visual objects, actions, or relationships. We now suspect, however, 
that the dreamer may sometimes name a visual event without having an image 
that has brightness, clarity of texture, and edge contrast. Future research on this 
problem should, therefore, continue to use scaled photographs to estimate these 
visual qualities. 

A referee for this paper has suggested that the occurrence of visual imagery 
during ocular quiescence may be the consequence of a misalignment in the surface 
readout of the PGO generators for REM and imagery. However, the recent report 
by Hong, Gillian, Dow, Wu, Buchsbaum, and Antrobus (submitted for publica- 
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tion) of a strong association ( r  = .8 within minute windows) between REM 
density and visual imagery (word count) with one subject over many nights indi- 
cates that the association may be accurate at least to the closest minute. 

The Visual Imagery versus TRC Effect 
An unexpected finding in the study was the substantially greater treatment 

effect of the Visual Imagery variable over TRC (see Fig. 1). That is, the Visual 
Imagery difference between REM and NREM sleep was even more distinctive 
than the TRC difference. In his 1983 study with an N of 73 matched REM-NREM 
pairs, Antrobus found that TRC correctly discriminated 92.5% of the REM- 
NREM pairs. But after TRC was partialed out none of the Visual Imagery vari- 
ables discriminated REM from NREM awakenings. In failing to replicate this 
earlier finding, the larger Visual Imagery than TRC effect in the present study 
suggests that the Photo Response Scale used in the present study biased subjects' 
attention toward the visual imagery in their mentation. Indeed, Schnee (1978) 
demonstrated that a substantial bias for or against reporting visual imagery could 
be achieved simply by altering the order in which subjects were instructed to 
report visual versus auditory information following awakenings from REM sleep. 

Nonetheless, the pervasive dominance of reported visual imagery in this and 
other REM sleep imagery studies strong implies that, relative to other sense 
modalities, visual imagery-including form and color-is the most strongly acti- 
vated. This modality bias during REMs within REM sleep is supported by recent 
PET data showing increased activation in the parietal visual spatial attention 
system (bilateral superior parietal lobules, right inferior parietal lobule) and in 
the midline attentional system (cingulate and medial frontal cortex, precuneus; 
Hong, Gillian, Dow, Wu, & Buchsbaum (submitted for publication). 

The analysis of the binary and continuous scales indicates that comparison of 
imagery across states, must take account of both the discriminability of scales 
and the prevalence of the imagery. In this study, the binary version of Verbal 
Imagery is the most discriminating of the REM-NREM difference, but Verbal 
Imagery is much less characteristic of (prevalent) in sleep than is Visual Imagery, 
which provides excellent discrimination in either its binary or continuous form. 
The unexpected robustness of the continuous Visual Imagery scale makes it the 
preferred scale for the test of the experimental hypothesis. Like the REM-NREM 
effect, the Diurnal effect is strongest with Visual Imagery (F, , ,9  = 13.32, p = 
.002, Table 2). Further, unlike the less sensitive scales, it is equally sensitive to 
both the Delay (F'l,I9 = 8.3, p = .01) and Order (Fl,I9 = 6.3, p = .02) treatments. 

In conclusion, the assumption that the two patterns of tonic cortical activa- 
tion-one generated during the active phase of the REM-NREM sleep cycle 
and the second generated by the rising phase of the Diurnal cycle-provide the 
distributed cognitive activation that produces the same pattern of mental imagery, 
is supported by this experiment. These results support the tonic component of the 
original Activation-synthesis model over the Mamelak-Hobson revision (1989). 

The results also conflict with the phasic portion of the Activation-synthesis 
model which assumes that visual imagery is generated in the cortex in response 
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to randomly generated information that originates in the pons. Since imagery is 
produced by a tonic effect-the Diurnal effect-alone, then visual imagery does 
not depend on phasic input from the PGO waves. 
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